7.5 Evaluation Report on DLG-funded Other Programme(Gifted Education)
7.5.1 Credit Bearing Courses and Offsite Support Programmes 2019: MIT Innovation Academy
Title:
Credit Bearing Courses and Offsite Support Programmes 2019
MIT Innovation Academy
Objectives: 
To develop students’ capacity;

To sharpen the thinking skills of those academically talented students

To enhance the communication skills of selected students
Deliverables: 1. Assessment given by the organisations fulfilled
Target:
Selection
mechanism:

Two S4 students; Three S5 students
1. Outstanding performance in relevant subjects in school examinations.

Duration and
venue:

From half-day to multiple-day summer programme; Venue offered by the organisation

Evaluation:

1. The student attended the course and met the requirement.
2. The programme was well commended by student.
3. Students were awarded with certificate of commendation.
$10,500.

Expenditure:

7.5.2 China Study Tour
Title:
China Study Tour
Objectives: 
Investigate the history of China;

Investigate the economic and social development;

To understanding the relationship among different races of difference dynasties.
Deliverables:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Target:

Secondary Four and Five Students

Selection
mechanism:

1. Students studying Chinese History in S4 or S5.
2. Student should have better result in Chinese History in Form 3.
3. Student should have better result in Liberal study in Form 4 or 5.
5 days

Duration and
venue:

Student should designed a board to show the study result;
Every student wrote learning Journal during the tour and make a reflection booklet;
Created a photo album after the tour and show in library;
Created a video showing the study sidelights.

Evaluation:

The tour was cancelled due to pandemic

Expenditure:

-
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7.5.3 English Singapore Study Tour 2019
Title:
English Singapore Study Tour 2019
Objectives:  develop students’ capacity to use English to respond to authentic experiences;
 encounter different cultures through traditional museums and landmarks or other
experiences;
 understand and compare some social issues in Singapore and Hong Kong;
 promote mutual understanding of the two Asian cities among students.
Deliverables: 1. Built a Facebook page showing the study result.
2. Every student writes a reflection passage after activity.
3. Organize an assembly for Secondary Four Three students to introduce the culture of
Singapore and study result.
Target:
30 Secondary Four Students
Selection
1. Winners in English project presentation about Singapore.
mechanism:
2. Most improved in English result in the 1st term Examination.
3. Best result in English Language in the 1st term Examination.
4. Good performance in the interview about Singapore which conducted in English.
Duration and 5 days in Singapore
venue:
Evaluation:

The tour was cancelled due to pandemic.

Expenditure:

-

7.5.4 Korea Study Tour 2019
Title:
Korea Study Tour 2019
Objectives:  develop students’ capacity to use English to respond to authentic experiences;
 encounter different cultures through visiting traditional museums and landmarks or
other experiences;
 understand and compare some social issues in Korea and Hong Kong;
 promote mutual understanding of the two Asian cities among students.
Deliverables: 1
A Facebook page showing the study result.
2
Every student writes a reflection passage after activity.
3
An assembly for S2 and S3 students to introduce the culture of Korea and study
result.
Target:
30 Secondary Four Students
Selection
1. Most improved students in the 1st term Examination.
mechanism:
2. Students with best result in the 1st term Examination.
3. Good performance in the interview about Korea conducted in English.
Duration and
venue:

5 days in Korea

Evaluation:
Expenditure:

The tour was cancelled due to pandemic.
-
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